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ABSTRACT

Social network is a group of individuals with diverse social interactions among them. The network is of large scale and distributed due to involvement of more people from different parts of the globe. Quantitative analysis of networks is need of the hour due to its rippling influence on the network dynamics and in turn the society. Clustering helps us to group people with similar characteristics to analyze the dense social networks. We have considered similarity measures for statistical analysis of social network. When a social network is represented as a graph with members as nodes and their relation as edges, graph mining would be suitable for statistical analysis. We have chosen academic social networks and clustered nodes to simplify network analysis. The ontology of research interests is considered to measure similarity between unstructured data elements extracted from profile pages of members of an academic social network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Different kinds of network exist viz. social, technological, business etc., all of which share similar attributes like being distributed, continuously growing and of large scale. There are some interesting quantifiable measures that help analyze these networks, like number of nodes, connectivity, centrality, clustering coefficient and degree distribution [14]. These networks can be modeled as random graphs, scale-free networks and hierarchical networks. Due to the property of being scale free, the social networks continuously expand with addition of new nodes and the relation amongst the nodes vary with time and frequency of interaction between them. Also the probability of a node being influential in the network is not uniform due to their difference in attributes and interactions. The social network data is not even suitable to be stored in relational database; hence different approaches are followed to store and analyze unstructured social network data.

1.1 ACADEMIC SOCIAL NETWORKS

With the growth of the internet and the World Wide Web, social networks have become influential. One of the most effective channels for obtaining information is the informal network of collaboration of colleagues and friends etc. The use of social networks is widespread in employers’ recruiting and in workers’ job-seeking, pursuit of hobbies and building collaboration within or between organizations. A person can have different types of information: personal profile with fields like homepage, field of interest and hobbies, contact information including
address, email, telephone and fax number. However, the information is usually stored in heterogeneous and distributed web pages. The web pages follow a standard framework called as RDF [26] to represent properties of members. With the development of social network and the wide range of services provided by them, members have transformed from content consumers to content providers, which has lead to vast amounts of data to be stored and processed.

Visual representation of social networks is important to understand the network structure and identification of its members and their attributes. Social network analysis maps relationships between individuals in social networks. Such individuals are often persons, but may be groups, organizations, web sites or citations between scholarly publications. Information about the relative importance of nodes and edges in a graph can be obtained through centrality measures, widely used in disciplines like sociology. For example, eigenvector centrality [13] uses the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix to determine nodes that tend to be frequently visited.

Academic social networks provide a platform for scholars / researchers to publish their work and share knowledge with their peers. In addition to this they can create and update their own profiles. These networks also rank the researcher’s achievement based on their efforts as a contributor to the network. Some sample academic social networks include; Arnetminer(www.arnetminer.org) [23], that provides comprehensive search and mining services for researcher in social networks, Microsoft Academic Research (academic.research.microsoft.com) that is a free academic search engine developed by Microsoft Research Asia [23]. They provide many innovative ways to explore scientific papers, conferences, journals and authors, connecting millions of scholars, students.

![Figure 1. Snapshot of authors’ collaboration from an academic social network](image)

**1.2 Graph Representation of Social Networks**

As stated by Han[18], information of a social network is heterogeneous and the multi-relational data can be represented as a graph or network. Nodes/Vertices (V) are objects i.e. members of the network and Edges(E) are links which are either uni-directional or bi-directional that represent the relationship or interaction amongst the nodes. The complexity of mining real world datasets w.r.t. traditional data mining is that the data is multi-relational, heterogeneous and semi-structured. Our approach of clustering simply depends on the principle that adjacent nodes of a selected node in a graph, also tend to be adjacent to each other, i.e. if B and C are adjacent nodes of A, there is a probability of B and C to be adjacent. Sub-Graph pattern mining is an important method which helps in clustering analysis to simplify the dense social network. Network parameters are identified by Network Analyzer [20] as number of connected components, network diameter, path length, number of neighbors, density etc. The complex parameters that are derived from the above are degree distribution, neighborhood connectivity, clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality etc.
1.3 CLUSTERING

Clustering, also referred as unsupervised classification is the process of identifying groups of nodes in a network based on the similarity of attributes of the nodes. This process also redefines the network topology which makes the network analysis simple, fast and efficient. The clustering of nodes in the network results in identification of sub-graphs which will give us scope to have an intense analysis at individual nodes and the network properties using graph metrics.

The important metric needed for our analysis, the clustering coefficient is defined by [19], [21] as a measure of degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together. The local clustering coefficient of node quantifies how its neighbors tend to form a complete graph, where as the global clustering coefficient is based on triplets of nodes. The average clustering coefficient of the network is the average of local clustering coefficients of all nodes in the network.

The local clustering coefficient \( c_i \) is defined as

\[
c_i = \frac{\sum_{j \in N_i} \sum_{k \in N_i} |e_{jk}|}{k_i(k_i-1)}
\]

Where \( k_i \) is the out-degree of vertex \( i \), and \( N_i = \{ v_j : e_{jk} \in E \} \) is the set of neighbors of vertex \( i \).

However, as the academic social network is treated as an undirected graph due to the collaboration amongst them, \( c_i \) is normalized as \( c_i' = 2c_i \)

Different nodes in the network can be clustered based on frequently used similarity measures like Euclidean Distance, Cosine Similarity and Jaccard Coefficient. [22]

Euclidean distance is the distance between any two points \((x, y)\) in the sample space of multiple dimensions.

\[
d(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (x_k - y_k)^2}
\]

Euclidean distance will be small for almost similar documents and very high for non-similar web pages. The reason behind this is that all terms in the document may not be similar. Hence, we use pairwise similarity measures for matching tag values in the RDF format of web document.

Cosine similarity is used to compare two documents that are represented as vectors. Jaccard coefficient computes the probability that two nodes \( x \) and \( y \) will have a common neighbor \( k \), given \( k \) is a neighbor of either \( x \) or \( y \). This metric is used to compute document similarity in information retrieval and it does not consider term frequency and placement order.

\[
\cos(x, y) = \frac{x \cdot y}{\|x\| \cdot \|y\|}
\]

\[
\text{Jaccard}(x, y) = \frac{x \cap y}{x \cup y}
\]

Hence we are comparing the values for the selected attribute tags in RDF document.

1.4 FOAF SPECIFICATION

Resource Description Framework(RDF) is a family of specifications maintained by World Wide Web Consortium to represent meta data in XML format. FOAF (Friend of a Friend) is an RDF based schema to describe persons and their social network in a semantic way[15]. The design objective of FOAF is to allow integration of data across different applications. The project is based on machine readable web home pages for people, companies and other data. As social networks deal with events that occur between nodes of the network, the object oriented treatment of a node contains different attributes and methods. All this data is standardized based on RDF framework and the FOAF vocabulary. An RDF dataset contains a triple of subject, predicate and object.
For example, the sample data element is of the form `<foaf:Person> John </foaf:Person>` represents the subject of the RDF data set as foaf (Acronym for Friend Of A Friend), predicate or the property as “Person” and it’s object as the value of the property with “John”. Some of the FOAF vocabulary definitions selected for our analysis of academic social network are presented in Table 1. For example `foaf:knows` attribute specifies that our selected node know the person specified in those tag definitions, `foaf:interest` specifies the research interests of the respective node.

Table 1. Elements of FOAF document considered to measure similarities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>foaf:Document</th>
<th>foaf:Person</th>
<th>foaf:knows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>foaf:Image</td>
<td>foaf:Homepage</td>
<td>foaf:mbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:Organization</td>
<td>foaf:interest</td>
<td>foaf:name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foaf:PersonalProfileDocument</td>
<td>foaf:mbox</td>
<td>foaf:publications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample RDF Document from FOAF project

```xml
<rdf:RDF
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
    xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
    xmlns:admin="http://webns.net/mvcb/">
    <foaf:PersonalProfileDocument rdf:about="#me">
        <foaf:maker rdf:resource="#me"/>
        <foaf:primaryTopic rdf:resource="#me"/>
        <admin:errorReportsTo rdf:resource="mailto:jery.tang@gmail.com"/>
    </foaf:PersonalProfileDocument>
    <foaf:Person rdf:ID="me">
        <foaf:name/>
        <foaf:title>Professor</foaf:title>
        <foaf:homepage rdf:resource="http://www.cs.uiuc.edu/~hanj/"/>
        <foaf:phone rdf:resource="tel:(217) 333-6903"/>
        <foaf:interest>Natural Language Processing</foaf:interest>
        <foaf:interest>Machine Learning</foaf:interest>
        <foaf:knows>
            <foaf:Person>
                <foaf:name>Wenmin Li</foaf:name>
            </foaf:Person>
        </foaf:knows>
    </foaf:Person>
</rdf:RDF>
```

The above FOAF document extracted from the academic social network[24] presents the co-authors and publications of a researcher along with his personal attributes like email id and contact number. The co-authors’ names and homepage resources are specified in `<foaf:name>` and `<foaf:homepage>` which are presented as child nodes of `<foaf:person>` which in turn is the child node of `<foaf:knows>`.

Rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the related work, and problem description is given in Section 3. Architecture of our proposed method is discussed in Section 4.
Experimental data set and result analysis are discussed in Section 5. We conclude our work in Section 6 with possible future scope of research.

2. RELATED WORK

Subgraph discovery in relational graphs to retrieve important subgraphs known as SkyGraph by [1] is done by considering number of vertices and edge connectivity to identify frequent patterns. Relation extraction in social networks using similarity developed by [2], the process clusters similar entity pairs according to the collective context in the web documents and assigns a new relation label. Peter Mika [3] demonstrated the application of semantic web technology using FOAF documents and RDF framework to analyze social networks by considering graph metrics also for analysis. Social Action Prediction by [4] have used SNA measures to aggregate networks using link structure and find patterns across different links.


Of all the works mentioned above, multiple similarity measures were not considered and the clustering techniques will not be compatible to different categories of social networks. But, our proposed model covers different similarity measures applied to the basic attributes of FOAF document and the retrieval process involve graph mining techniques. This model suits wide categories of social networks, as the RDF frame work is standardized representation of service offered by the social networks.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Academic social networks an offshoot of social networks provide a channel through which researchers and academicians know about the current trends of research and find experts in the concerned domain. In some applications like Arnetminer[24], Microsoft Academic Research[23] etc. the representation of connectivity highlights the relation of co-authorship by identifying researchers as nodes and relations as edges in the graph. Due to the huge number of people involved in the highly dense network, it is difficult to identify the group of researchers working in a single domain. The present offered services are limited to profile extraction and graphical representation, which need lot of time to scan the entire database and produce the required result. However, if the graph is clustered based on research interests and further on the similarity of their profiles, it would make the process of information retrieval faster and efficient.

The attributes of a researcher are shown in Fig.2, where the different attributes like affiliated university, research interests would be considered for measuring similarity to form cluster of users from the existing dense network.
The member of the academic social network, i.e. the author/researcher is represented with the multi dimensional dataset with possible values as specified here.

\[ A = \{ 'name', 'email-id', 'affiliation', 'research interests'(R), 'publications'(P), 'coauthors'(C) \} \]

where

- \( R \) is a set representing identified research interests like
- \( P \) = Set of publications with attributes of “title”, “journal” and “co-authors”.

And

- \( C \) = Set of coauthors collaborated for publications

In the representation, the first two attributes of name and email are considered as unique attributes to identify a researcher in the network and an ID is assigned based on this key pair. The research interests are again a set of values as a researcher may work in multiple disciplines. In order to measure similarity between these set of attributes we have considered the ontology graph by Peter Mika\cite{3} Fig.3 represents the part of ontology graph of research interests, which shows the relation between different research topics in the domain of computer science. The last two attributes are interrelated because publications have list of co-authors as attributes and author’s profile page has their corresponding list of publications. Each profile page in RDF format has elements of <foaf:knows> to represent co-authors and these names can also be extracted from value specified in <foaf:publications>

After completing the preprocessing phase of data, the next phase of problem to be addressed is to represent the attributes in vector format and then compute the similarity among them. The attributes are categorical, hence we have to transform them to binary for faster access and to reduce the storage space. The affiliation and research interest attributes are to be enumerated to transform them to binary format. The publications and co-authors have to be uniquely identified to minimize duplication of data and the IDs can be further used for information retrieval and attribute matching.
The similarity measures we have used for our clustering principle are i) Euclidean distance \( d \) ii) Jaccard Coefficient \( j \) and iii) Cosine Similarity \( \cos(x,y) \). To have a good initiative and wide scope for analysis, we have to first identify target nodes of the entire network. The graph metric called Clustering Coefficient \( c_i \) can be used to identify most influential nodes in the entire network. A node tends to cluster more nodes in the neighborhood, if it has more frequency of interaction with adjacent nodes in the network. Nodes with high clustering coefficient should be considered as there is scope for getting more data of co-authors and publications. Also, a least frequently accessed node in the network may be termed as an outlier in the analysis as it does not tend to be in a cluster with any prominent node.

The final and important issue to be considered is the matching criteria of the attributes based on the RDF specifications. The properties and the corresponding RDF tags are specified in Table 2 and comparison process of attribute values should not consider the position of occurrence of the matching pattern as the frequency and relative position will not have any influence on the similarity. The resultant vectors of attributes can be sequentially processed to compute the similarities among the profile pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>RDF specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>belong to same affiliation</td>
<td>foaf:Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>share same set of research interests</td>
<td>foaf:interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>co-author a publication</td>
<td>foaf:Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>same adjacent node in the network i.e. has same co-author</td>
<td>foaf:knows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. ARCHITECTURE

Our framework started with selection of profile documents of researchers from an academic social network and extracting useful attributes for analysis as shown below.

![Figure 4. Data Pre-Processing and Clustering](image)

4.1 ATTRIBUTE RETRIEVAL

The profile documents in FOAF format are collected and stored by giving a unique ID to the document as well as the node in the network. Then it is parsed using RDF query language to retrieve selected attributes and stored as vectors representing tokens of RDF format. The affiliation is a single attribute, but the other attributes are having multiple values due to the activities of the researcher. The vectors of publications, research interests and coauthors are stored as binary format shown in Table 3a. and 3b.
Table 3a. Vector of Author Vs Research Interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author ID</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Research Interests (0, 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49618</td>
<td>MSRA</td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49695</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41529</td>
<td>USC</td>
<td>0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3b. Vector of Author Vs Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author ID</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37780</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42219</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37736</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37670</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Recursive Node Search

Once the co-authors are identified, based on their frequency of interaction i.e. number of publications their documents are selected and parsed. To minimize the data to be processed and neglect the passive nodes, we have taken the primary attribute of publication count as the filtering criteria. Publications retrieved are again stored as a vector containing their own ID and the authors’ ID. A 2D vector of publications vs. authors containing binary attributes is formed and stored for further analysis.

4.3 Similarity Computation

In this phase of similarity computation, the binary attributes are compared and three similarity measures of i) Euclidean distance ($\text{Sim}_{eu}$) ii) Jaccard Coefficient ($\text{Sim}_{jc}$) and iii) Cosine Similarity($\text{Sim}_{cs}$) are computed for each document with reference to all other documents. The traditional DBSCAN method is used for clustering as this technique does not need prior information about the number of clusters to be formed. Also, this technique is insensitive to the ordering of the points

4.4 Graph Projection

The original data set and the newly formed clustered data are now given as input to NodeXL[25] and graphs are projected to compute the graph metrics for the network. It is observed that graph density and clustering coefficient decreases due to the reduction in number of nodes in an individual cluster. Resultant graphs are shown in Figure 6.

5. Datasets and Result Analysis

The experimentation was performed on different data sets that were taken from Arnetminer and Co-astro physics datasets and we acquired an efficient mechanism for clustering the dense graph. Our analysis with data set downloaded from[24] comprise author names as a pair that indicate a collaboration i.e. a research publication, the snapshot of few instances is shown in Table 4 and Table 5. We have formed a vector by extracting attributes from researcher profile that were shown in Fig. 2
The data set sample shown in Table 4 contain 898 records of association instances of research publications resulted due to collaboration of 350 authors in the area of “Data Mining”. Different authors’ publication details in research interests of “machine learning”, “information retrieval” etc. are shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Sample Associations for a research interest of “Data Mining”  
(Author names are shortened for ease of access)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Author-ID</th>
<th>ID-1</th>
<th>Author-ID</th>
<th>ID-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>JY</td>
<td>37671</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>47586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>37729</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>46574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TF</td>
<td>37802</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>43265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>37921</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>46647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Publications, Coauthors and Affiliation details of some nodes in the network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Author-ID</th>
<th>Research Interests</th>
<th>Publications ID</th>
<th>Coauthors’ ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>37669</td>
<td>Machine Learning, NLP</td>
<td>P23, P56, P45, P27</td>
<td>37802, 47586, 89618, 89695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37729</td>
<td>Statistical Learning</td>
<td>P45, P34, P76</td>
<td>37921, 86574, 89491, 521667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>37802</td>
<td>NLP, Information Retrieval</td>
<td>P23, P74, P34</td>
<td>43265, 37669, 47948, 49887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37921</td>
<td>Statistical Learning, Info.Retrieval</td>
<td>P32, P45, P58, P97</td>
<td>89541, 37729, 95060, 37842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 represents a sample representation of egocentric network of researchers visualized using NodeXL[25]. The colors of the node represent the grouping based only on research interests and edge weight represents the #papers coauthored by them. Fig. 6.a. represents the dense graph representing all nodes of the network, where as Fig.6.b. represent the simple subgraph identified by selecting nodes of a single cluster. The other geometric shapes in the figure in different colors represent the other clusters that are collapsed before visualization.

For computation of distance measures, the author Vs. research interests and author Vs publications are converted as adjacency matrices having binary attributes of 0 or 1.

Terms compared for similarity between RDF formats of different FOAF documents:
For example, let us take for the set of research interests, the vector of authors 37669 and 37729 are \{1,0,1,0,0,1\} and \{1,0,0,1,1,0\}, the Cosine Similarity measure is computed as given as:

\[
\text{Sim}_{cs} = \frac{(1\times1 + 0\times0 + 1\times0 + 1\times0 + 0\times1 + 0\times0 + 1\times1)}{\sqrt{(1^2 + 0^2 + 1^2 + 1^2 + 0^2 + 0^2 + 1^2) + (1^2 + 0^2 + 0^2 + 0^2 + 1^2 + 1^2 + 0^2 + 1^2)}} = 0.71
\]

Here the set of research interests is represented by binary values of 0 and 1, where the presence of 1 represent the researcher having the specific research interest. Using this similarity measure the clustering algorithm is implemented and the document clusters are formed. Similarly the algorithm also computed the other two measures of Euclidean distance and Jaccard Coefficient. The results are compared and integrated for further analysis. Sample calculation of Euclidean distance for the above example is given here:

\[
\text{Sim}_{ed} = \sqrt{((1-1)^2 + (0-0)^2 + (1-0)^2 + (0-1)^2 + (0-0)^2 + (0-1)^2 + (0-0)^2 + (1-1)^2)} = 2
\]

The clustering process is repeated by considering the other attribute matrices of publications and co-authors and the end result is the integration of all similarity measures for efficient clustering. All the different dimensions are mapped to their equivalent binary attributes for simplifying our analysis. The results are compared and crosschecked with “Entropy” for error minimization and to measure the quality of clustering.

Table 6. Similarity Measures for some documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Document Pair</th>
<th>Euclidean Distance</th>
<th>Jaccard Coefficient</th>
<th>Cosine Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>37669 &amp; 37729</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37802 &amp; 37729</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>37669 &amp; 37802</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resultant graph measures are given in Table 6, which project the variation in those measures caused due to clustering. Graph metrics of complete graph and clustered graph are computed and tabulated in Table 7 and 8. It is observed that with small size of the cluster, the measures and in turn the graph properties do not vary. But as the size of cluster increases, the properties like clustering coefficient will vary from that of the original graph.
Table 7. Graph Metrics of the clustered network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph Type</td>
<td>Undirected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertices</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Edges</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Vertices/Connected Component</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Edges in a Connected Component</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Geodesic Distance (Diameter)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Geodesic Distance</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graph Density</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.014</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>0.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Degree</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Betweenness Centrality</td>
<td>449.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Closeness Centrality</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Clustering Coefficient</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Graph Metrics of each cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group id</th>
<th>#Vert</th>
<th>#Edg</th>
<th>Graph Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion & Future Scope

We have proposed a mechanism of clustering that can be applied academic social networks. The similarity measures we have considered for clustering are suitable for the attributes of such a dataset. However, our process has to be improvised in order to be compatible to any social network due to the standard format of different unstructured data and its versatile attributes represented by RDF framework. We hope that with a little effort from academia, the traditional data mining algorithms will be applicable to suit the current requirements of infinitely large scale social networks and satisfy the search criteria of millions of users of social networks.
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